Abstract. We generalize the results of our recent paper, The C-classification of certain operators in Lp. II, to the abstract setting of a pair of operators satisfying the commutation relation [M, N] = N2.
1. Introduction. The method we advanced in [11] for the solution of the Ckclassification and similarity problems for the operators T^ -Mx -iJ in Lp(0, 1) (1 <p<ao), where (Mxf)(x)=xf (x) and (Jf)(x)=fâf(t) dt, turns out to work in much more general situations. The critical properties of Mx and / are the commutation relation (1) [MX,J]=J2
and, at a latter stage of the theory, the possibility of imbedding / in a holomorphic semigroup of operators J*-, possessing a boundary group on the imaginary axis. In this particular case, J*-is the Riemann-Liouville semigroup in Lp(0, 1):
(2) (J<f)(x) = r(0 -» j* (jc -tf -l/(i ) dt, Re t > 0.
The purpose of this paper is to study the implications of commutation relations of type (1) , and more specifically, we shall generalize the results of [11] to our abstract setting.
We give now a more detailed description of our results. §2 contains three elementary lemmas, the first of which has very curious implications on the similarity of certain Banach algebra elements (cf. 7.1-7.3) . We then study the commutation relation (3) [n, m] = an2
in Banach algebras, where a commutes with both n and m. One reason for introducing the factor a is to get a unified treatment of m + In and m* + in* (when there is an involution * in the algebra), for [n, m] = n2 implies [n*, m*]= -n*2, and both SHMUEL KANTOROVITZ [May of these relations are of type (3) . For other reasons, see §7 (in fact, we need only elements a which are scalar multiples of the identity). Of course, if the pair (n, m) satisfies (3) , then the pair (an, m) satisfies (3) , with a= 1 (identity). The basic result of §3 is the "exponential-formula" (4) in Theorem 3.2, which generalizes Theorem 4 of [11] . As consequences, we obtain results concerning the spectrum of m -kan (integral k) and its C^-classification. For example, if the spectrum a(m) of m is real, then a(m -kan) = c(m), and if m is also of class C for some r -0, then m -kan is of class Cr+|kl, and its C^'-operational calculus is explicitly given (cf. Corollaries 3.9-3.10; the terminology, which is that of [9] , is explained below).
In §4, we consider regular semigroups of operators on a Banach space. These are holomorphic semigroups {N(Q ; Re £ > 0} of class (C0) and finite type, the type being defined by v = sup log TO || o where Q is the rectangle {£ = £+ó?; 0<f^ 1, |r/|^l}. For example, the RiemannLiouville semigroup in Lp(0, 1) (l<p<co) is regular of type ^7r/2 (cf. [5] ). It is known that a regular semigroup possesses a strongly continuous "boundary group" {N(irf); r¡ real} of bounded operators, and the "extended" semigroup {N(Q; Re £ ^ 0} is of exponential type ^ v. If v < ir, we show that for each £ (Re £ > 0), N(Ç) is a one-to-one operator with dense range. Defining N(-£) = 7V(£) "1 (Re £ > 0), we obtain a family of closed densely defined operators {N(Q ; £ complex}, bounded for Re £^0, and satisfying the "semigroup relation" N(£,x + Ç2)^N(ÇX)N(Ç2). Let N=N(l), and suppose A + fJ and M are bounded operators such that A commutes with both M and N, and (3') [N, M] = AN2.
We assume v<tt. For the operators T^M+tAN, we prove the identities N(0M=TcN(0 and vWV(£) = Ar(£)F_c so that, in particular, Fc and Ta are similar if Re£ = Rea.
In §5, we combine the ideas and results of § §3 and 4 to obtain generalizations of all the results of [11] to the present abstract setting. Let r, s denote nonnegative integers, and £=í + ñ? be any complex number. If M is real (i.e., a(M) real) of class C, then o(T() = o(M) and Fc is of class Cr + S in the strip |Re £| =s (Theorem 5.2) . The Cr+'-operational calculus for Fc is given in Theorem 5.5. More precise results are obtained when ||e"M| = 0(l) (which is the case for M=MX). We then have a full generalization of the basic Theorem 6 of [11] . Write c= ||;4JV|| (c>0 of course) and F;(r) = exp (itT¿), t real. Then there exist a constant H and a positive upper semicontinuous function C(£) on R such that (4) cíi)*-2""» ú (i+c\t\yw\\T(+i"(t)\\ = ¿feav"" for all real f, -n, t (Theorem 5.7).
From this we deduce a precise classification theorem which generalizes Theorem In §6, we turn to the similarity and spectrality problems for the operators T:, and obtain generalizations of Theorems 2 and 3 of [11] . As before, ||eiiM|| =0(1).
Theorem 6.1. T: and Ta are not similar if |Re £| / |Re a\. Theorem 6.2. Tt is not spectral for Re £^0, 1,2,_ Both results follow readily from (4) . The method cannot decide the similarity question when Re £ = -Re a (a trivial case when M=MX and N=J, cf. [11, §3] or [6]), and the spectrality question when Re £=0, 1, 2, ... (if M=MX and N=J, this case is easily settled by consideration of the point spectrum o-^Tx) ; a generalization along these lines is given in Corollaries 6. 4-6.5) .
Various generalizations are studied in §7. In the Banach algebra context, Theorem 7.3 gives a similarity result (positive this time), which follows from Lemma 2.1 alone. Then, with A, N() and M as above, we obtain in particular that M+2 o-iANdi) converges in the operator norm and is similar to M, whenever a,, £( are complex numbers such that Re£,g:l, £^1 and 2«i(£i -1)-1/V(£i -1) converges. Thus, in all our results, Ta can be taken to mean T, = M+aAN+2«tAN(Q, with oíj, £f as above, and a complex arbitrary. Since a¡ could be operators as well (if they commute with A, M, and TV), we obtain as corollaries results concerning the operators M+f(AN), where/is analytic at 0 (note that AN is quasi-nilpotent). For M+f(AN)~M+g(AN), then /(0)=g(0) and |Re/'(0)| = |Re g'(0)|. Here "A~B" means "A is similar to B". In particular, if ||e"M| = 0(1), then M+f(AN)~ M if and only if/(0) = Re/'(0) = 0. We conclude the paper with some remarks on the reduction of more general commutation relations to the relation (3) (or (3')).
Note that if A = XI (X complex), then our hypothesis on M, N(-) is "invariant under similarity", i.e. the pair M',N' (-) satisfies the same hypothesis if M' = Q~1MQ and N'(-) = Q~1N()Q (with the same nonsingular Q). For example, suppose ?» is a strictly increasing map of [0, 1] onto [a, b] (-ooga<A^oo), with <p(0)=a, <p(l)=A, such that <p', l/<p' eZ,°°(0, 1). Then the substitution operator S<e:f(t)-*f(<p(x)) is a nonsingular operator of Lp(a, b) onto Lp(0, 1) (1 <p<oo), whose inverse is S¿1 = S#, where i/t is the inverse function of <p. If we take M=MX and N(0=J!: in Lp(0, 1), then M' = M^.f(t)^^(t)f (t) and N'(-) = N",(■), where (20 mimt) = no-1 f &r<o-#T)rvwto *, Ja feLp(a,b).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [May Thus our results are valid for the operators TC = M' -£7V' ( = Mtt -CJMr) on Lv(a, b), which is of course trivial since they are similar to Mx-t,J. However, we may consider M' and N'(-) (given by (2')) with weaker assumptions on ifi (so that M'' -£7v" is not necessarily similar to Mx -t,J), say fa exists a.e. and belongs to L°°(a,b) . We can verify that N'(-) is a regular semigroup of type ^tt/2 and [My, N#] = N$. For i/i real, our results are valid for the pair M#, N*. For example, if <p(x) = ex (0 = xu 1), Nt(-) is the "Hadamard semigroup" [4, p. 672] .
0WQ/XO -IXO"1 || [\0g(t/r)f^f(r)^, feLp(l, e). In particular, our results are valid for the operators
A completely different method for settling the similarity question (only) for the family M^ -tJMr was advanced by G Kalisch in [6] . It was Kalisch who asked me at the Madison Mathematical Meeting (Summer, 1968) , whether my method, as presented in [11] , would apply to abstract semigroups satisfying a commutation relation (3') ; I wish to thank him for bringing this problem to my attention.
Notations. R, C: the real and complex fields respectively.
/: the identity operator (on a Banach space). If x belongs to a Banach algebra A with identity, a(x), ov(x), p(x) and R(X; x) denote (respectively) the spectrum, the point spectrum, the resolvent set, and the resolvent of x. ). Clearly, x is of class C iff there exists a constant K such that ||<p(*)|| ^#||9>||r for all polynomials <p. The paper is virtually self-contained ; the only essential references are to a couple of theorems in Hille-Phillips [4] .
2. Three elementary lemmas. If/is a polynomial over a field K, we shall denote by/' the formal derivative off. If A is an (associative) algebra with identity 1 over K, then/operates on A in the usual way:/(x) = 2 Xkxk for x e A and/(|) = 2 Xkt;k.
Lemma 2.1 (The Chain Rule). Let Dbea derivation on A, and let ne A be such that Dn commutes with n. Then Df(n)=f'(n)Dn for every polynomial f over K.
If A is a Banach algebra over C, and D is a continuous derivation on A, then the chain rule is valid for all complex functions f analytic in a neighborhood of<*(n).
Proof. Since Dl =0, the first part of the lemma follows from the identity (1) Dnk = knk~xDn, k = 1,2,....
We prove (1) by induction on k. This is trivial for k= 1. Assuming (1) for some k,
we then have
since Dn commutes with n. If aeA is invertible, 0 = Dl = D(aa-1)=(Da)a~1+aDa-1, and thus Da'1 = -a~1(Da)a~1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra over C, and A e p(n). Then
Therefore, if/is a complex function analytic in a neighborhood of a(n), then for a suitable contour C, the continuity of D implies that
Note that/can be ^-valued (cf. [7] ) provided D commutes with multiplication by /(A) for each A. For some curious consequences of this lemma, see §7. For A as before and ne A, let Dn be the inner derivation generated by n: Dnx=[n, x]=nx-xn (xe A). The following "second chain rule" is valid in A. Lemma 2.2. Let a, m, n be elements of A such that (i) a commutes with m and n ; and (ii) Dnm=an2.
Then
(1) Dnf(m) -anf'(m)n for every polynomial f over K. If A is a complex Banach algebra, (1) is valid for every complex function f analytic in a neighborhood of the disc {A; |A| ^ ||#i||}; if a{m) has a connected complement, (1) ii valid for every f analytic in a neighborhood ofa(m).
Proof. We prove by induction on k that (2) Dnmk=kanmk~1n, k=l,2,.... This obviously implies the first part of the lemma. For k = l, (2) reduces to the hypothesis (ii). Suppose (2) Lemma 2.3. Let G be an abelian group, and H a semigroup with identity. Let f,g: G -> H be such that fand f g are homomorphisms and g is abelian. Thenfgr is a homomorphism for all r=0, ±1, ± 2,....
Proof. Since/and h=fg are homomorphisms, f(x) and h(x)are invertible in H, and therefore g(x)=f(x)~1h(x) is invertible for each xeG. Since g is abelian, g(x)_1 commutes with g(y)'1 and with g(y) for all x, y e G. Let k=fg~1. Then k(0) = 1 and for all x, y s G,
i.e. k is a homomorphism. Thus, the pair (/ g'1) satisfies the same hypothesis as the pair (/ g), and consequently, it suffices to prove the lemma for positive integers r. This is done by induction on r. For r=\, there is nothing to prove. Assume fgr is a homomorphism for some r -1. Then, for all x,ysG,
Since/and h=fg are homomorphisms,
i.e.
(1) f(y)g(x+y)=g(x)f(y)g(y)
.
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Thus
for all x, y e G.
Since g(0) = l,fgr+1 is a homomorphism, and the proof is complete. Remark. Taking y=-x in (1), we see that g(x)~1=f(x)~1g(-x)f(x), i.e. g(x)~1 is similar to g(-x) for all xeG.
3. An exponential formula. Throughout this section, A is a complex Banach algebra with identity 1, and a, m, n are fixed elements of A such that (i) a commutes with m and n; and (ii) [n, m] = an2 (except in the second part of Theorem 3.2).
Lemma 3.1. an is quasi-nilpotent, and for all complex X and integers k, Thus ¡l^i33[|1/;p -->-0 and n is quasi-nilpotent. Note that since [«, m] =n2 commutes with n, we could appeal to Theorem 1.3.1 in [12] in order to obtain the quasinilpotency of n2, hence of n. Since a(n)={0}, (1 + Xn)k is well defined for all complex A and all integers k. It suffices to prove the first relation in (1), because then
All the functions of A appearing in (1) are analytic in C and have the same derivative at 0. Consequently, the lemma will be proved if we show that eAm(l -Xn)k is a group. Now, by Lemma 2.3 with G = C, H=A, f(X) = eXm and g(X) = l-Xn, it suffices to prove that ehm(l -Xn) is a group. By Lemma 2.2 with a = 1 and/(£)=e"c (/Lt e C fixed), we have nelim-eumn = ¡j.nemn (¡i e C).
Thus, for all A, /x e C,
Multiplying both sides by eÁm, we obtain the group property for ehm(l -Xn), and the proof is complete.
We now extend Lemma 3.1 to complex k. Note first that since an is quasinilpotent, (1 -Xan)" is well defined for all A, /n s C by means of the analytic operational calculus, and for each fixed A, it is a holomorphic group on C. (3) (
where r = {£ e C; |£-1| =i}, to fix the ideas.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with identity 1, and let a, m, n be elements of A such that a commutes with m and n. Suppose
Then, for all complex X, ¡j., (4) eA(m-«an) = e^(\-\any
Conversely, if a is invertible and if, for some /x^O, one of the relations (4) holds (for all X e C), then (ii) holds.
Proof. It follows from the definition (3) that d(\ -Xan)"/dX = -nan(\ -Xan)u "l ; therefore, if one of the relations (4) is valid for some ¡i / 0, a straightforward comparison of the second derivatives with respect to A at A=0 gives a[n, m]=a2n2, i.e.
(ii) holds if a is invertible.
We prove now the first part of the theorem. As in Lemma 3.1, we may assume a = \. Since (4) is trivial for n=0, we assume n^O, and let 8=7r/(2||n||) and /:=max{||(£-l + A«)-1||;£er, |A| = 8}.
For i = rew varying on Y, we have l/2^r^3/2 (so surely |log r| < 1) and |0| ^tt/6. Therefore, if ¡x=ß+iy, log |£"| = log rße-"r = ß log r-y6
Thus, by (3), (5) 110-A«)Í S Ke"^12 (\X\ ^ 8).
Also ||e-AmgA(m-«n)ll < glMI|m||g|A| ||m-»n||
for | A| g 8.
For A e C fixed, consider the entire function of fi, Fifa) = e-*V(m-*n>-(l-AB)».
If |A|gS, FA() is of exponential type ^n/2 and FA(A:)=0 for all integers k by Lemma 3.1. Therefore Fh(fi)=0 for all f¿ s C and |A| = 8. Since FA(/*) is also an entire function of A, it follows that FÁ(f¿)=0 for all A, ¡x e C, and the first relation in (4) is proved. The second relation follows from the first as in Lemma 3.1. (2) that BÄ(p.) converges absolutely for all A, p. e C.
As a binomial series in p., it is therefore of exponential type á n/2 for Re /x > 0 (A fixed). By (5), ß is also of exponential type ;£ 7r/2 as a function of /x (jieC,X fixed with | A| 5¡ 8). Since 5A(it) = (l -Aa«)w for positive integers p., the same relation is valid for all p., A e C such that Re p>0 and |A| ^S, and hence for all p., XeCsince both functions are entire in A and p.. We proved Corollary 3.3.
"Wir* 2<-'>'C;); =1 (7) X'a'n'eÁm for all X, p. e C, and the series converge absolutely.
Expanding the exponentials in powers of A, multiplying the series on the right and comparing the coefficients of Afc, we obtain 
We note at this point that since all functions of /x appearing in Corollary 3.4 are polynomials, the corollary is equivalent to its special case with p. a positive integer. This case can be proved directly by induction on k, using Lemma 2.2, and this leads to an alternative proof of Theorem 3.2. This approach shows also that Corollary 3.4 is valid in the general setting of Lemma 2.2 (first part!). We preferred the above method because the inductive proof is quite tedious. For each fixed ¡j-, the series converge absolutely and uniformly in £ on every compact subset of C\o*(m).
Proof. Fix tJ.eC, t,sC\o*(m) and 0<6<1 such that 2||m||/Adist(£;a(/n))<l. Since 2j (jW converges absolutely, there exists a constant K such that \($)\ ¿Kh~' for ally'= 1,2,_By (2) (with n replaced by an), they'th term of the series in (c) has norm smaller than or equal to AP||an||yA",(2||/w||)i~1||jR(£;my+1||, and therefore the lim sup of its ;'th root is ^2||/w||//i dist (£; o(m))<\ (cf. [7, p. 530] ). It follows from (1) and the properties of N() that r¡ -*■ N(ir¡) is a strongly continuous group of operators which commutes with N(-) and satisfies the relation (2) N(¿+h¡) = N(t)N(iv) (i* 0, r¡ e R).
Thus, a regular semigroup can be extended to form a strongly continuous semigroup in the closed half-plane C + , holomorphic in C + . Conversely, if A^(-) is a holomorphic semigroup in C+ which admits a strongly continuous extension to C +, then it follows from the Uniform Boundedness Theorem that 7V( • ) is regular on the space X0 = closure {J {N(l)X;ieC+}, which coincides with Zwhen A^(-) is of class (C0). These remarks allow us to think of a regular semigroup as defined a priori in the closed half-plane.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 17.9.1 in [4] that N(-) is of exponential type SvonC + , i.e. Moreover, x(k) = Nkx=0 for fc=l,2.By [4, Theorem 3.13.7] , it follows that x(0=0 for all £ in Re £^0; in particular (£=0), x=0. Since N is one-to-one (by the first part of the proof), it follows that x=0. Thus N(0 is one-to-one for each £ in Re £^0.
2. The conjugate group £->-./V(£)* (£eC+) is regular of type v (<n), when restricted to the space Xo* = closure U N(Ç)*X*. teC* Therefore, by the conclusion of 1, N(Q* is one-to-one on Z0*, for each fixed £eC + .
Suppose N(£+irf)*x* = 0 for some x* s X*, £ > 0 and t¡ e R. Then N(iy])*N(^)*x* = 0 and so N(¿¡)*x*=0 since N(ir¡), and hence N(ir¡)*, is nonsingular. For each n = 2, 3,..., N(i-t/n)*N({/n)*x* = 0, and since N(£/n)*x* s X$ and N(Ç-£/n)* is one-to-one on Z0*, it follows that N(Ç/n)*x*=Q. Since N(-) is of class (C0), we have, for each x s X, x*x = lim x*N(Ç/n)x = lim [N(ifn)*x*]x = 0. Thus x*=0 and N(£ + ít])* is one-to-one on X* for £>0; consequently, N(^ + irj) has dense range in X for f >0 (the same is trivially true for |=0, since N(ítj) is nonsingular).
(The hypothesis v<-n is superfluous. The same proof, with trivial changes only, shows that the conclusion is valid for any holomorphic semigroup of class (C0) in C + .) Moreover, x(k)=0 for A: = 1,2,.... By [4, Theorem 3.13.7] , x(£)=0 for all £ in Re £ ^ 0, and since x was arbitrary, the theorem is proved for Re £ = 0.
Let £ e C + and x e 9_ c. Thus x=N(£) j (y e X), y=N( -£)x, and by the first part of the proof, Ax = AN(Qy = NfâAy e 0_c. 
T, = Ntt-a)TaN(a-Q on9a_,.
In particular, Ft is similar to Ta if Re £ = Re a, and the similarity is implemented by N(iy) with 77=Im (a-£).
Note that (5) Theorem 5.2 can be sharpened when r=0. In this case, we shall obtain a generalization of Theorem 1 in [11] . We first need however a generalization of Theorem 6 there.
Notation.
(8) T¿t) = exp (itTK) (lsC,teR).
(9) c = \\AN\\.
Since N has dense range (Theorem 4.2) and A^O, we have c>0. 
K-2e-2^\\Tt(t)\\ è \\T(+iri(t)\\ Ú K2e2^\\Ut)\\.
Fix t e R, and let (12) *«(£) = exp H2)Ut).
By (11),
In particular, <!>,(£-HV) is bounded in the strip k-1 ¿ £-¿k for each integer k. By Lemma 3.1 and (13) , (14) \\®t(k + iv)\\ ^ A:2exp(v(fc2 + l))||e"M||(H-c|i|)|te|.
By the "three-lines theorem" [2, Theorem VI. 10.3] , it follows easily that WHi+m = *2exp(KP + 5/4))|KM||(l+C|i|)'<', and therefore ||F£(0|| ú expí-vail^OI ^ JW^I^Kl+clil)1«1.
By (11), the proof is complete. for all i,-q,te R.
Proof. The right estimate follows from Lemma 5.6. We proceed to prove the left estimate. Note first that a(M) is real (cf. [8, p. 166] ) and 1 =r(eltM)¿ \\eitM\\. For t, ( e R, let Ct(0 = (l+c\t\)-w\\T((t)\\, and C(f) = ini{Ct({); t e R}.
Clearly Q(-) is continuous for each t e R, and therefore C(-) is upper semicontinuous. By (11), we must only prove that C(£)>0 for all Ç e R. Suppose C(£)=0 for some £ e R. Then f^O since C(0) = 1. Fix an integer n such that w|f|>l.
There exists a sequence {ifc}cÄ such that |ik|->-ao and Ci(c(£)->-0 as k ->co. Fix 6>0, and then k0 such that (15) Ctk(0 < £'{' for k ^ k0.
For k = k0 fixed, consider the entire functions
where <t>t is defined by (12) . By (13), these functions are bounded in each vertical strip a^Re£^A(a<A real), and (16) iFrtJtfl ï K2Be* (cf. (14)).
It follows easily from Theorem 3.2 that 11^(011 = \\eitM[e-"MTt(t)n g Jo"Í7W)l'-Therefore Ct(nè)ZBn+1Ct($)n, and by (15), (17) Ctk(nÇ) g U»+V'«'.
We determine the superscript of Fk as (+) if f >0 and (-) if £ <0.
By (13) and (17) Proof. By Corollary 4.7, it suffices to prove that T( is not spectral for f real 0, 1,2,_Suppose first that f is not an integer, and let n be the unique positive integer such that n-1 < |£| <n. Suppose Tt spectral, i.e., 7^ = 5*+ Q with S a real scalar operator and Q a quasi-nilpotent operator commuting with S. By Theorem 5.7 (cf. [10, proof of Lemma 14(a)]), we have gn+1=0, and thus 2 (it)kQk/k\ = eitQ = e-{tsTt(t). (1) (\-itAN)n = e~imT_n(t) = e-imeits ¿ (it)kQk/k\.
Let x e range Q, say x -Qy (y e X). Then |f|-"||(l-iMJV)";c|| Ú K2\t\-n 2 (it)kQk+1y/kl 0 as ]/1 ->-oo. However the left side tends to ||(^/V)nx|| as |í | ->-oo. Thus (AN)nx=0. Since A commutes with N and N is one-to-one, it follows that ,4nx=0. Thus AnQ = 0. However A commutes with T_n, and therefore with Q (cf. [1, Theorem 5] ). Hence QAn = 0, and by (1), (\-itAN)nAn = e-imeits. Since the right side is a bounded function of /, we must have NAn+1=0, and since N is one-to-one, An + 1 = 0. 7. Generalizations. We begin with an interesting consequence of Lemma 2.1. Theorem 7.1. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity, and let m, ne A be such that D2m = 0 (i.e., [m, n] = c commutes with n). Then, for every complex function g analytic in a neighborhood of o(n), m+g'(n)c is similar to m. More precisely, (1) m+g'(n)c = e-9(nW(n) (g can be A-valued, if its values commute with m and n).
Proof. Given g as in the hypothesis, take/=e9 in Lemma 2.1. Then Wg9(n)_g9(n)m = Dmf(n) =f'(n)Dmn = e3Wg'(ri)c; multiplying both sides by e~9(n\ we obtain (1). A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 4.6 gives (1) [N(a),M] = aN(a+C-l)
for Rea = max(0, 1-Re£). If f=Re£gl, we may take Re« = l-f in (1) . Thus (2) [N(l-i+it), M] = (l-t+it)N(i(v + t)) for all t e R. But this is impossible, since N(i(r] + t)) is nonsingular, and (2) implies that it is quasi-nilpotent (cf. [12, Theorem 1.3.1] ; take t^O). , except that its type may be larger than it. However, the requirement v < it was needed only in order to obtain the conclusions of Theorems 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6; but the first two are valid for N'(-) because they are valid for N(-), and the third follows easily from (1) .
